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Sea Change
Continuing the definitive space opera anthology series. Today's most popular writers produce new
stories in their most famous universes, alongside essential and seminal short fiction from past masters.
The definitive collection of explorers and soldiers, charting the dark frontiers of our expanding universe.
Amongst the infinite stars we find epic sagas of wars, tales of innermost humanity, and the most
powerful of desires - our need to create a better world. The second volume of seminal short science
fiction, featuring twenty-six new stories from series such as Wayfarers, Confederation, The Lost Fleet,
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Waypoint Kangaroo, Ender, Dream Park, the Polity and more. Alongside work from tomorrow's
legends, revisit works by masters who helped define the genre: Arthur C. Clarke, Jack Campbell, Becky
Chambers, Robert Heinlein, George R.R. Martin, Susan R. Matthews, Orson Scott Card, James Blish,
E.E. "Doc" Smith, Tanya Huff, Curtis C. Chen, Seanan McGuire, Sharon Lee and Steve Miller, Larry
Niven and Steven Barnes, Gardner Dozois, David Farland, Mike Shepherd, C.L. Moore, Neal Asher,
Weston Ochse, Brenda Cooper, Alan Dean Foster, Kristine Kathryn Rusch, Kevin J. Anderson, David
Weber and C.J. Cherryh. Infinite Stars: Dark Frontiers brings you the essential work from past, present,
and future bestsellers as well as Grand Masters of science fiction.

The Meaning of It All
Return to the sprawling, Hugo Award-winning universe of the Galactic Commons to explore another
corner of the cosmos—one often mentioned, but not yet explored—in this absorbing entry in the Wayfarers
series, which blends heart-warming characters and imaginative adventure. With no water, no air, and no
native life, the planet Gora is unremarkable. The only thing it has going for it is a chance proximity to
more popular worlds, making it a decent stopover for ships traveling between the wormholes that keep
the Galactic Commons connected. If deep space is a highway, Gora is just your average truck stop. At
the Five-Hop One-Stop, long-haul spacers can stretch their legs (if they have legs, that is), and get fuel,
transit permits, and assorted supplies. The Five-Hop is run by an enterprising alien and her sometimes
helpful child, who work hard to provide a little piece of home to everyone passing through. When a
freak technological failure halts all traffic to and from Gora, three strangers—all different species with
different aims—are thrown together at the Five-Hop. Grounded, with nothing to do but wait, the trio—an
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exiled artist with an appointment to keep, a cargo runner at a personal crossroads, and a mysterious
individual doing her best to help those on the fringes—are compelled to confront where they’ve been,
where they might go, and what they are, or could be, to each other.

She-Merchants, Buccaneers and Gentlewomen
'The best speculative fiction currently being written' John Connolly. *THE SUNDAY TIMES
BESTSELLER AND HUGO AWARD WINNER FOR BEST SERIES* From the ground, we stand.
From our ship, we live. By the stars, we hope. The incredible new novel by Becky Chambers, author of
the beloved The Long Way to a Small, Angry Planet. #SpacebornFew Centuries after the last humans
left Earth, the Exodus Fleet is a living relic, a place many are from but few outsiders have seen.
Humanity has finally been accepted into the galactic community, but while this has opened doors for
many, those who have not yet left for alien cities fear that their carefully cultivated way of life is under
threat. Tessa chose to stay home when her brother Ashby left for the stars, but has to question that
decision when her position in the Fleet is threatened. Kip, a reluctant young apprentice, itches for change
but doesn't know where to find it. Sawyer, a lost and lonely newcomer, is just looking for a place to
belong. And when a disaster rocks this already fragile community, those Exodans who still call the Fleet
their home can no longer avoid the inescapable question: What is the purpose of a ship that has reached
its destination? PRAISE 'Richly human, believable [and] compelling . . . underlain with a deep
compassion and a feeling for community' Tor.com. 'Terrific. . . a masterly exploration of characterisation
and diversity wrapped in intensity, heartbreak and tension.' Joanne Harris, author of Chocolat. 'An
emotional, moving look at what it means to be human, and the importance of heritage and legacy'
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Lauren James, author of The Loneliest Girl in the Universe. 'Exactly what I hoped it would be and more
. . . Moving in what feels like small personal ways but is actually big, universal ways and it is uplifting
on the same scale' Forbidden Planet.

My Work Is Not Yet Done
First in a duology that reimagines fairy tale tropes within a space opera—The Princess Bride meets
Princess Leia. Rory Thorne is a princess with thirteen fairy blessings, the most important of which is to
see through flattery and platitudes. As the eldest daughter, she always imagined she’d inherit her father’s
throne and govern the interplanetary Thorne Consortium. Then her father is assassinated, her mother
gives birth to a son, and Rory is betrothed to the prince of a distant world. When Rory arrives in her new
home, she uncovers a treacherous plot to unseat her newly betrothed and usurp his throne. An
unscrupulous minister has conspired to name himself Regent to the minor (and somewhat foolish)
prince. With only her wits and a small team of allies, Rory must outmaneuver the Regent and rescue the
prince. How Rory Thorne Destroyed the Multiverse is a feminist reimagining of familiar fairytale tropes
and a story of resistance and self-determination—how small acts of rebellion can lead a princess to not
just save herself, but change the course of history.

A Closed and Common Orbit
The one you love… Robert Selby is determined to see his sister make an advantageous match. But he has
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two problems: the Selbys have no connections or money and Robert is really a housemaid named
Charity Church. She’s enjoyed every minute of her masquerade over the past six years, but she knows
her pretense is nearing an end. Charity needs to see her beloved friend married well and then Robert
Selby will disappear…forever. May not be who you think… Alistair, Marquess of Pembroke, has spent
years repairing the estate ruined by his wastrel father, and nothing is more important than protecting his
fortune and name. He shouldn’t be so beguiled by the charming young man who shows up on his
doorstep asking for favors. And he certainly shouldn’t be thinking of all the disreputable things he’d like
to do to the impertinent scamp. But is who you need… When Charity’s true nature is revealed, Alistair
knows he can’t marry a scandalous woman in breeches, and Charity isn’t about to lace herself into a
corset and play a respectable miss. Can these stubborn souls learn to sacrifice what they’ve always
wanted for a love that is more than they could have imagined?

Half Share: Golden Age of the Solar Clipper
When junior manager Frank Dominio is suddenly demoted and then sacked it seems there was more than
a grain of truth to his persecution fantasies. But as he prepares to even the score with those responsible
for his demise, he unwittingly finds an ally in a dark and malevolent force that grants him supernatural
powers. Frank takes his revenge in the most ghastly ways imaginable - but there will be a terrible price
to pay once his work is done. Destined to be a cult classic, this tale of corporate horror and demonic
retribution will strike a chord with anyone who has ever been disgruntled at work.
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The Holiday Treatment
Winner of the Hugo Award for Best Series! Brimming with Chambers' signature blend of heart-warming
character relationships and dazzling adventure, Record of a Spaceborn few is the third standalone
installment of the Wayfarers series, set in the sprawling universe of the Galactic Commons, and
following a new motley crew on a journey to another corner corner of the cosmos—one often mentioned,
but not yet explored. Return to the sprawling universe of the Galactic Commons, as humans, artificial
intelligence, aliens, and some beings yet undiscovered explore what it means to be a community in this
exciting third adventure in the acclaimed and multi-award-nominated science fiction Wayfarers series,
brimming with heartwarming characters and dazzling space adventure. Hundreds of years ago, the last
humans on Earth boarded the Exodus Fleet in search of a new home among the stars. After centuries
spent wandering empty space, their descendants were eventually accepted by the well-established
species that govern the Milky Way. But that was long ago. Today, the Exodus Fleet is a living relic, the
birthplace of many, yet a place few outsiders have ever visited. While the Exodans take great pride in
their original community and traditions, their culture has been influenced by others beyond their
bulkheads. As many Exodans leave for alien cities or terrestrial colonies, those who remain are left to
ponder their own lives and futures: What is the purpose of a ship that has reached its destination? Why
remain in space when there are habitable worlds available to live? What is the price of sustaining their
carefully balanced way of life—and is it worth saving at all? A young apprentice, a lifelong spacer with
young children, a planet-raised traveler, an alien academic, a caretaker for the dead, and an Archivist
whose mission is to ensure no one’s story is forgotten, wrestle with these profound universal questions.
The answers may seem small on the galactic scale, but to these individuals, it could mean everything.
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Record of a Spaceborn Few
In outer space you can never feel sure that your adversary is altogether human. The runcible buffers on
Samarkand have been mysteriously sabotaged, killing many thousands and destroying a terraforming
project. Agent Cormac must reach it by ship to begin an investigation. But Cormac has incurred the
wrath of a vicious psychopath called Pelter, who is prepared to follow him across the galaxy with a
terrifying android in tow. Despite the sub-zero temperature of Samarkand, Cormac discovers signs of
life: they are two 'dracomen', alien beasts contrived by an extra-galactic entity calling itself 'Dragon',
which is a huge creature consisting of four conjoined spheres of flesh each a kilometre in diameter.
Caught between the byzantine wiles of the Dragon and the lethal fury of Pelter, Cormac needs to skip
very nimbly indeed to rescue the Samarkand project and protect his own life. Gridlinked is the first sci-fi
thriller in Neal Asher's compelling Agent Cormac series.

Raft
Winner of the Hugo Award for Best Series! A Publishers Weekly "Best Books of 2017" pick!
Nominated for the 2017 Hugo Award for Best Novel! Shortlisted for the 2017 Arthur C. Clarke Award!
Winner of the Prix Julia-Verlanger! Embark on an exciting, adventurous, and dangerous journey through
the galaxy with the motley crew of the spaceship Wayfarer in this fun and heart-warming space
opera—the sequel to the acclaimed The Long Way to a Small, Angry Planet. Lovelace was once merely a
ship’s artificial intelligence. When she wakes up in a new body, following a total system shut-down and
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reboot, she has no memory of what came before. As Lovelace learns to negotiate the universe and
discover who she is, she makes friends with Pepper, an excitable engineer, who’s determined to help her
learn and grow. Together, Pepper and Lovey will discover that no matter how vast space is, two people
can fill it together. The Long Way to a Small, Angry Planet introduced readers to the incredible world of
Rosemary Harper, a young woman with a restless soul and secrets to keep. When she joined the crew of
the Wayfarer, an intergalactic ship, she got more than she bargained for—and learned to live with, and
love, her rag-tag collection of crewmates. A Closed and Common Orbit is the stand-alone sequel to that
beloved debut novel, and is perfect for fans of Firefly, Joss Whedon, Mass Effect, and Star Wars.

Walking to Aldebaran
An NPR Best Book of 2016 An Amazon Featured Best Science Fiction & Fantasy Book A Guardian
Best SF & Fantasy Book of 2016 Longlist, British Science Fiction Award 2016, Best Novel 2017 Arthur
C. Clarke Award nominee "It's all of science fiction distilled into a single book." —Warren Ellis, author
of Transmetropolitan and Gun Machine A worldwide diaspora has left a quarter of a million people at
the foot of a space station. Cultures collide in real life and virtual reality. The city is literally a weed, its
growth left unchecked. Life is cheap, and data is cheaper. When Boris Chong returns to Tel Aviv from
Mars, much has changed. Boris’s ex-lover is raising a strangely familiar child who can tap into the
datastream of a mind with the touch of a finger. His cousin is infatuated with a robotnik—a damaged
cyborg soldier who might as well be begging for parts. His father is terminally-ill with a
multigenerational mind-plague. And a hunted data-vampire has followed Boris to where she is forbidden
to return. Rising above them is Central Station, the interplanetary hub between all things: the constantly
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shifting Tel Aviv; a powerful virtual arena, and the space colonies where humanity has gone to escape
the ravages of poverty and war. Everything is connected by the Others, powerful alien entities who,
through the Conversation—a shifting, flowing stream of consciousness—are just the beginning of
irrevocable change. At Central Station, humans and machines continue to adapt, thriveand even evolve.

Network Effect
Jen Williams, acclaimed author of The Copper Cat trilogy, featuring THE COPPER PROMISE, THE
IRON GHOST and THE SILVER TIDE, returns with the first in a blistering new trilogy. 'An original
new voice in heroic fantasy' Adrian Tchaikovsky The great city of Ebora once glittered with gold. Now
its streets are stalked by wolves. Tormalin the Oathless has no taste for sitting around waiting to die
while the realm of his storied ancestors falls to pieces - talk about a guilt trip. Better to be amongst the
living, where there are taverns full of women and wine. When eccentric explorer, Lady Vincenza
'Vintage' de Grazon, offers him employment, he sees an easy way out. Even when they are joined by a
fugitive witch with a tendency to set things on fire, the prospect of facing down monsters and retrieving
ancient artefacts is preferable to the abomination he left behind. But not everyone is willing to let the
Eboran empire collapse, and the adventurers are quickly drawn into a tangled conspiracy of magic and
war. For the Jure'lia are coming, and the Ninth Rain must fall

Gridlinked
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“[An] insightful, unsettling look at how technology impacts our lives. . .Kavenna has skillfully made our
present feel like dystopian fiction.” USA TODAY Named a Best Book of 2020 by USA TODAY From
the winner of the Orange Award for New Writing comes a blistering, satirical novel about life under a
global media and tech corporation that knows exactly what we think, what we want, and what we
do—before we do. One corporation has made a perfect world based on a perfect algorithm . . . now what
to do with all these messy people? Lionel Bigman is dead. Murdered by a robot. Guy Matthias, the
philandering founder and CEO of the mega-corporation Beetle, insists it was human error. But was it?
Either the predictive algorithms of Beetle's supposedly omniscient 'lifechain' don't work, or, they've been
hacked. Both scenarios are impossible to imagine and signal the end of Beetle's technotopia and life as
we know it. Dazzlingly original and darkly comic, Zed asks profound questions about who we are, what
we owe to one another, and what makes us human. It describes our moment—the ugliness and the
beauty—perfectly. Kavenna is a prophet who has seen deeply into the present—and thrown back her head
and laughed.

Record of a Spaceborn Few
Snow Over Utopia is a genre bending short novel of apocalyptic fantasy, sci-fi psychedelia, and doom
metal. In an age of savage science powered by black-mass, and thrown away bio-matter leaked into an
underground sea lit by the heart of the great tree, a girl named Eden loses her rare blue eyes. Escaping
her fanatical and sadistic slave masters with her eyes in a jar, she runs away with a murderer named
Miner. After fleeing for their lives deep within the forest, they are found by the Librarian and his
daughter Delilah, and sheltered in their mountain-top sanctuary. But she cannot stop there. If Eden wants
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to restore her eyes, then she must go on through time and space in a necrotronic stream generated by the
living computer program called Witch Mother. While mutantoid priests in underground bunkers monitor
transmissions from the great tree, Eden and Miner must face the horrors of the factories and the coliseum
run by the Robot Queen in the city of Utopia. Can they make the ultimate sacrifice and complete their
mission? Or will they fail in Snow Over Utopia?

The Ninth Rain
R.S. Belcher, the acclaimed author of The Six-Gun Tarot and The Shotgun Arcana launches a gritty new
urban fantasy series about the mysterious society of truckers known only as, The Brotherhood of The
Wheel. In 1119 A.D., a group of nine crusaders became known as the Poor Fellow-Soldiers of Christ
and of the Temple of Solomon--a militant monastic order charged with protecting pilgrims and caravans
traveling on the roads to and from the Holy Land. In time, the Knights Templar would grow in power
and, ultimately, be laid low. But a small offshoot of the Templars endure and have returned to the order's
original mission: to defend the roads of the world and guard those who travel on them. Theirs is a secret
line of knights: truckers, bikers, taxi hacks, state troopers, bus drivers, RV gypsies--any of the folks who
live and work on the asphalt arteries of America. They call themselves the Brotherhood of the Wheel.
Jimmy Aussapile is one such knight. He's driving a big rig down South when a promise to a ghostly
hitchhiker sets him on a quest to find out the terrible truth behind a string of children gone missing all
across the country. The road leads him to Lovina Hewitt, a skeptical Louisiana State Police investigator
working the same case and, eventually, to a forgotten town that's not on any map--and to the secret
behind the eerie Black-Eyed Kids said to prowl the highways.
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Snow Over Utopia
A New Novel From Award-Winning Master of Fantasy and Science Fiction Tim Powers. A modern
ghost story as only Tim Powers can write it. Something weird is happening to the Los Angeles
freeways—phantom cars, lanes from nowhere, and sometimes unmarked offramps that give glimpses of a
desolate desert highway—and Sebastian Vickery, disgraced ex-Secret Service agent, is a driver for a
covert supernatural-evasion car service. But another government agency is using and perhaps causing
the freeway anomalies, and their chief is determined to have Vickery killed because of something he
learned years ago at a halted Presidential motorcade. Reluctantly aided by Ingrid Castine, a member of
that agency, and a homeless Mexican boy, and a woman who makes her living costumed as Supergirl on
the sidewalk in front of the Chinese Theater, Vickery learns what legendary hell it is that the desert
highway leads to—and when Castine deliberately drives into it to save him from capture, he must enter it
himself to get her out. Alternate Routes is a fast-paced supernatural adventure story that sweeps from the
sun-blinded streets and labyrinthine freeways of Los Angeles to a horrifying other world out of Greek
mythology, and Vickery and Castine must learn to abandon old loyalties and learn loyalty to each other
in order to survive as the world goes mad around them. About Alternate Routes: “Powers continues his
run of smashing expectations and then playing with the pieces in this entertaining urban fantasy. . . . this
calculated, frenetic novel ends with hope for redemption born from chaos. Powers’ work is
recommended for urban fantasy fans who enjoy more than a dash of the bizarre.”—Publishers Weekly
About Tim Powers: "Powers writes in a clean, elegant style that illuminates without slowing down the
tale. . . . [He] promises marvels and horrors, and delivers them all."—Orson Scott Card "Other writers tell
tales of magic in the twentieth century, but no one does it like Powers."—The Orlando Sentinel ". . .
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immensely clever stuff. Powers' prose is often vivid and arresting . . . All in all, Powers' unique voice in
science fiction continues to grow stronger.”—Washington Post Book World “Powers is at heart a
storyteller, and ruthlessly shapes his material into narrative form.”—The Encyclopedia of Science Fiction
“On Stranger Tides . . . immediately hooks you and drags you along in sympathy with one central
character's appalling misfortunes on the Spanish Main, [and] escalates from there to closing mega-thrills
so determinedly spiced that your palate is left almost jaded."—David Langford "On Stranger Tides . . .
was the inspiration for Monkey Island. If you read this book you can really see where Guybrush and
LeChuck were -plagiarized- derived from, plus the heavy influence of voodoo in the game. . . . [the
book] had a lot of what made fantasy interesting . . .”—legendary game designer Ron Gilbert “Powers's
strengths [are] his originality, his action-crammed plots, and his ventures into the mysterious, dark, and
supernatural.” Los Angeles Times Book Review "[Powers’ work delivers] an intense and intimate sense
of period or realization of milieu; taut plotting, with human development and destiny . . . and, looming
above all, an awareness of history itself as a merciless turning of supernatural wheels. . . . Powers'
descriptions . . . are breathtaking, sublimely precise . . . his status as one of fantasy's major stylists can
no longer be in doubt.”—SF Site "Powers creates a mystical, magical otherworld superimposed on our
own and takes us on a marvelous, guided tour of his vision."—Science Fiction Chronicle "The fantasy
novels of Tim Powers are nothing if not ambitious . . . Meticulously researched and intellectually
adventurous, his novels rarely fail to be strange and wholly original."—San Francisco Chronicle **

Zed
"Propulsive and intricate, Greta Kelly has constructed a world of twisting politics and thrilling magic
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following a heroine who is both clever and uncompromising, but ultimately, has heart. A stellar read that
I thoroughly enjoyed." -- Emily Duncan, New York Times bestselling author of Wicked Saints A
princess with a powerful and dangerous secret must find a way to save her country from ruthless
invaders in this exciting debut fantasy, the first novel in a thrilling duology packed with heroism,
treachery, magic, and war. Askia became heir to the Frozen Crown of Seravesh because of her devotion
to her people. But her realm is facing a threat she cannot defeat by sheer will alone. The mad emperor of
the Roven Empire has unleashed a horde of invading soldiers to enslave her lands. For months, her
warriors have waged a valiant, stealth battle, yet they cannot stop the enemy’s advancement. Running
out of time, she sets sail for sun-drenched Vishir, the neighboring land to the south, to seek help from its
ruler, Emperor Armaan. A young woman raised in army camps, Askia is ill-equipped to navigate
Vishir’s labyrinthine political games. Her every move sinks her deeper into court intrigues which
bewilder and repel her, leaving her vulnerable not only to enemies gathering at Vishir's gates, but to
those behind the palace walls. And in this glittering court, where secrets are worth more than gold, Askia
fears that one false step will expose her true nature. For Askia is a witch gifted with magical
abilities—knowledge that could destroy not only her life but her people. As her adversaries draw closer,
Askia is forced to make an impossible choice—and no matter what she decides, it may not be enough to
prevent Seravesh’s fall.

To Be Taught, If Fortunate
New from the Nebula Award winning author of Beggars in Spain: A riveting climate-change
technothriller of espionage, conspiracy, and stakes so high they could lead to the destruction of humanity
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itself. In this environmental page-turner, activist lawyer Renata Black--covert member of the Org--must
go deep underground to unravel the truth behind the ecological disaster that has paralyzed the food
industry and destroyed her family. "Sea Change is like liquid nitrogen ice cream--a chilling treat."--Greg
Bear, author of Eon and Take Back the Sky Operative Renata Black has a serious problem--a selfdriving house causing a traffic snarl. When Renata spots the Org's Tiffany Teal paint marking a
windowsill, she discovers a dangerous mystery within the house itself. In 2022, GMOs were banned
after a bio-pharmed drug caused the Catastrophe: worldwide economic collapse, agricultural standstill,
and personal tragedy for a lawyer and her son. Ten years later, Renata, a.k.a. Caroline Denton, is a
member of the Org, an underground group of scientists, functioning in splinter cells that are hunted by
the feds. But the Org's illegal food-research might hold the key to rebuilding the worlds' food supply.
Now there's a mole in the Org, and Black is the only one who can find out who it is. At risk: the
possibility of a second, even more devastating climate collapse. For answers, Black will need to go all
the way to her Quinault Nation legal clients, to reveal environmental dangers--and solutions--that the
world has not been willing to face. Nancy Kress, one of our finest speculative writers, once again
delivers a smart, mesmerizing, and surprisingly nuanced look at the ecological, technological, and
political shifts we cannot afford to avoid.

The Galaxy, and the Ground Within
Pushing Ice
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Rogue Protocol is the third entry in Martha Wells's Hugo, Nebula, Alex, and Locus Award-winning,
New York Times and USA Today bestselling series, The Murderbot Diaries. Starring a human-like
android who keeps getting sucked back into adventure after adventure, though it just wants to be left
alone, away from humanity and small talk. Who knew being a heartless killing machine would present
so many moral dilemmas? Sci-fi’s favorite antisocial A.I. is back on a mission. The case against the toobig-to-fail GrayCris Corporation is floundering, and more importantly, authorities are beginning to ask
more questions about where Dr. Mensah's SecUnit is. And Murderbot would rather those questions went
away. For good. "I love Murderbot!"--New York Times bestselling author Ann Leckie Murderbot
Diaries #1 All Systems Red #2 Artificial Condition #3 Rogue Protocol #4 Exit Strategy At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Brotherhood of the Wheel
In the future, instead of terraforming planets to sustain human life, explorers of the galaxy transform
themselves. *FROM THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR* 'Extraordinary . . . A future
masterwork' Joanne Harris At the turn of the twenty-second century, scientists make a breakthrough in
human spaceflight. Through a revolutionary method known as somaforming, astronauts can survive in
hostile environments off Earth using synthetic biological supplementations. They can produce antifreeze
in sub-zero temperatures, absorb radiation and convert it for food, and conveniently adjust to the pull of
different gravitational forces. With the fragility of the body no longer a limiting factor, human beings are
at last able to explore neighbouring exoplanets long suspected to harbour life. Ariadne is one such
explorer. On a mission to ecologically survey four habitable worlds fifteen light-years from Earth, she
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and her fellow crewmates sleep while in transit, and wake each time with different features. But as they
shift through both form and time, life back on Earth has also changed. Faced with the possibility of
returning to a planet that has forgotten those who have left, Ariadne begins to chronicle the wonders and
dangers of her journey, in the hope that someone back home might still be listening. PRAISE FOR THE
WAYFARERS 'Becky Chambers is a wonder, and I feel better for having her books in my life' JOHN
CONNOLLY 'In a word, brilliant' ANDREW CALDECOTT 'A short but fierce ode to humanity and all
our reaches and flaws. Unputdownable' NATASHA NGAN 'Outstanding . . . Chambers packs an
immense amount of story into a novella worthy of full-length praise' PUBLISHERS WEEKLY, Starred
Review 'Becky Chambers takes space opera in a whole new and unexpected direction' BEN
AARONOVITCH

Alternate Routes
Now, in the latest adventure, the empathic Dr. Prilicla, a veteran of Sector General for years, is put in
command of an expedition answering three distress beacons. What he finds is two hitherto-unknown
intelligent species, one of which has nearly wiped out the other. And he also finds evidence of a botched
first contact--along with a rare opportunity to set matters right. Assuming, as always, that he can make
an accurate diagnosis. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.

Buffy the Vampire Slayer: Every Generation #1
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The first full-length novel in Martha Wells' New York Times and USA Today bestselling Murderbot
Diaries series. "I caught myself rereading my favorite parts and I can’t recommend it enough." — New
York Times You know that feeling when you’re at work, and you’ve had enough of people, and then the
boss walks in with yet another job that needs to be done right this second or the world will end, but all
you want to do is go home and binge your favorite shows? And you're a sentient murder machine
programmed for destruction? Congratulations, you're Murderbot. Come for the pew-pew space battles,
stay for the most relatable A.I. you’ll read this century. — I’m usually alone in my head, and that’s where
90 plus percent of my problems are. When Murderbot's human associates (not friends, never friends) are
captured and another not-friend from its past requires urgent assistance, Murderbot must choose between
inertia and drastic action. Drastic action it is, then. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Rogue Protocol
A Publishers Weekly "Best Books of 2017" pick! A Kirkus Reviews "Best Books of 2017" pick! A
B&N Sci-Fi and Fantasty Blog "Best SFF of 2017" pick! With nods to Arthur C. Clarke’s Rama series
and the real science of Neal Stephenson’s Seveneves, a touch of Hugh Howey’s Wool, and echoes of
Octavia Butler’s voice, a powerful tale of space travel, adventure, discovery, and humanity that unfolds
through a series of generational vignettes. In 2088, humankind is at last ready to explore beyond Earth’s
solar system. But one uncertainty remains: Where do we go? Astrophysicist Reggie Straifer has an idea.
He’s discovered an anomalous star that appears to defy the laws of physics, and proposes the creation of
a deep-space mission to find out whether the star is a weird natural phenomenon, or something
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manufactured. The journey will take eons. In order to maintain the genetic talent of the original crew,
humankind’s greatest ambition—to explore the furthest reaches of the galaxy— is undertaken by clones.
But a clone is not a perfect copy, and each new generation has its own quirks, desires, and neuroses. As
the centuries fly by, the society living aboard the nine ships (designated Convoy Seven) changes and
evolves, but their mission remains the same: to reach Reggie’s mysterious star and explore its
origins—and implications. A mosaic novel of discovery, Noumenon—in a series of vignettes—examines the
dedication, adventure, growth, and fear of having your entire world consist of nine ships in the vacuum
of space. The men and women, and even the AI, must learn to work and live together in harmony, as
their original DNA is continuously replicated and they are born again and again into a thousand new
lives. With the stars their home and the unknown their destination, they are on a voyage of many
lifetimes—an odyssey to understand what lies beyond the limits of human knowledge and imagination.

Song of Time
Cat is desperate to find a way to stop Cartaxus and the plague in this gripping finale to a series New
York Times bestselling author Amie Kaufman says “redefines ‘unputdownable!’” Cat’s hacking skills
weren’t enough to keep her from losing everything—her identity, her past, and now her freedom. She’s
trapped and alone, but she’s survived this long, and she’s not giving up without a fight. Though the
outbreak has been contained, a new threat has emerged—one that’s taken the world to the brink of a
devastating war. With genetic technology that promises not just a cure for the plague, but a way to
prevent death itself, both sides will stop at nothing to seize control of humanity’s future. Facing her
smartest, most devastating enemy yet, Cat must race against the clock to protect her friends and save the
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lives of millions on the planet’s surface. No matter the outcome, humanity will never be the same. And
this time, Cat can’t afford to let anything, or anyone, stand in her way.

Noumenon
"It's a time of change on the Lois McKendrick. Sarah Krugg joins the mess deck and Ishmael Wang
moves to the environmental section. Just after getting accustomed to life aboard a solar clipper, Ishmael
must learn a whole new set of skills, face his own fears and doubts, and try to balance love and loss in
the depths of space. Both Ish and Sarah must learn to live by the mantra, 'Trust Lois.' For Sarah, there is
the hope of escaping a horrifying past. For Ish, he must discover what type of man he wants to become
and learn the consequences of his choices. Return with the crew of the SC Lois McKendrick, as you set
sail in the next installment of the Trader Tales of the Solar Clipper Series. All your favorites return: Ish,
Pip, Cookie, Brill, Diane, and Big Bad Bev. You might even discover some new friends as you travel
among the stars."--Publisher's description.

The Scorpion & The Sea
Many appreciate Richard P. Feynman's contributions to twentieth-century physics, but few realize how
engaged he was with the world around him—how deeply and thoughtfully he considered the religious,
political, and social issues of his day. Now, a wonderful book—based on a previously unpublished, threepart public lecture he gave at the University of Washington in 1963—shows us this other side of
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Feynman, as he expounds on the inherent conflict between science and religion, people's distrust of
politicians, and our universal fascination with flying saucers, faith healing, and mental telepathy. Here
we see Feynman in top form: nearly bursting into a Navajo war chant, then pressing for an overhaul of
the English language (if you want to know why Johnny can't read, just look at the spelling of “friend”);
and, finally, ruminating on the death of his first wife from tuberculosis. This is quintessential
Feynman—reflective, amusing, and ever enlightening.

Double Contact
In the fading light of a dying star, a soldier for hire searches for a missing refugee ship and uncovers a
universe-shattering secret. Orphan, refugee, and soldier-for-hire Asala Sikou doesn't think too much
about the end of civilization. Her system's star is dying, and the only person she can afford to look out
for is herself. When a ship called The Vela vanishes during what was supposed to be a flashy rescue
mission, a reluctant Asala is hired to team up with Niko, the child of a wealthy inner planet's president,
to find it and the outer system refugees on board. But this is no ordinary rescue mission; The Vela holds
a secret that places the fate of the universe in the balance, and forces Asala to decide—in a dying world
where good and evil are far from black and white, who deserves to survive? From award-winning
science fiction authors Becky Chambers (The Long Way to a Small, Angry Planet, A Closed and
Common Orbit, and Record of a Spaceborn Few), Yoon Ha Lee (Ninefox Gambit, Raven Stratagem,
Revenant Gun, Dragon Pearl), Rivers Solomon (An Unkindness of Ghosts), SL Huang (Zero Sum
Game.) Don't miss the sequel to the Vela, coming in 2020 from Serial Box (serialbox.com)
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The Frozen Crown
This gracefully written sequel to Golden Witchbreed powerfully depicts the impact of a high-technology
civilization on a decaying planet. Ten years after having served as Earth's first envoy to Orthe, which is
struggling to survive after a planetwide holocaust millennia ago, Lynne de Lisle Christie returns there as
an advisor to PanOceania, one of Earth's giant multinational companies, which is seeking to discover the
technological secrets of the Goldens, the ruling race that had destroyed itself while almost obliterating
Orthe. Christie seeks to help the native people, some of whom have been her friends, some her enemies,
but all closely bound in her memories and loyalties. Instigated by the last of the Golden, a madwoman
seeking domination, war between the poor and starving hiyeks of the Desert Coast and the land-loving
telestres of the north is aggravated by smuggled high-tech weapons. Christie, while holding a dreadful
secret from the Orthe's past, attempts to mediate. Gentle creates moving, different, yet recognizable
societies and people that catch the reader's emotions as they struggle to save themselves.

Exit Strategy
A surprising and gripping sci-fi thriller with a killer twist The daughter of two astronauts, Romy Silvers
is no stranger to life in space. But she never knew how isolating the universe could be until her parents’
tragic deaths left her alone on the Infinity, a spaceship speeding away from Earth. Romy tries to make
the best of her lonely situation, but with only brief messages from her therapist on Earth to keep her
company, she can’t help but feel like something is missing. It seems like a dream come true when
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NASA alerts her that another ship, the Eternity, will be joining the Infinity. Romy begins exchanging
messages with J, the captain of the Eternity, and their friendship breathes new life into her world. But as
the Eternity gets closer, Romy learns there’s more to J’s mission than she could have imagined. And
suddenly, there are worse things than being alone…. Now nominated as a YALSA Quick Pick!

The Watch Below
Stephen Baxter's highly acclaimed first novel and the beginning of his stunning Xeelee Sequence finally
enters the SF Masterwork series! A spaceship from Earth accidentally crossed through a hole in spacetime to a universe where the force of gravity is one billion times as strong as the gravity we know.
Somehow the crew survived, aided by the fact that they emerged into a cloud of gas surrounding a black
hole, which provided a breathable atmosphere. Five hundred years later, their descendants still struggle
for existence, divided into two main groups. The Miners live on the Belt, a ramshackle ring of dwellings
orbiting the core of a dead star, which they excavate for raw materials. These can be traded for food
from the Raft, a structure built from the wreckage of the ship, on which a small group of scientists
preserve the ancient knowledge which makes survival possible. Rees is a Miner whose curiosity about
his world makes him stow away on a flying tree - just one of the many strange local lifeforms - carrying
trade between the Belt and the Raft. And what he finds will change his world

This Vicious Cure
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The Vela: The Complete Season 1
Winner of the Arthur C. Clarke and the John W. Campbell Memorial awards for Best Science-Fiction
Novel Song of Time begins with an old woman discovering a half-drowned man on a Cornish beach in
the furthest days of this strange century. She, once a famous concert violinist, is close to death herself —
or a new kind of life she can barely contemplate. Does death still exist at all, or has finally been
extinguished? And who is this strange man she's found? Is he a figure returned from her own past, a new
messiah, or an empty vessel? Filled with love, music, death and life, and spanning the world from the
prim English suburbs of Birmingham to the wild inventions of a new-Renaissance Paris to a postapocalyptic India, Song of Time tells the story of this century, and confronts the ultimate leap into a new
kind of existence, and whatever lies beyond Praise for Song of Time: “MacLeod’s quiet, meditative
novels and stories have been winning critical acclaim for years, and Song of Time sees him at the height
of his powers. At the end of a long and eventful life, celebrated violinist Roushana Maitland orders her
memories before she passes from the world of the flesh to a virtual afterlife. When she finds a
mysterious stranger washed up on the beach of her Cornish retreat, he facilitates the process of
remembrance. In flashback chapters we follow Roushana’s turbulent life through the cataclysmic events
of the 21st century, taking in the deaths of loved ones, marriage to a conductor-entrepreneur, and a final
heartbreaking revelation, Song of Time is a slow, sensitive first-person account of what it means to be
human and vulnerable, and confirms MacLeod as one of the country’s very best literary SF writers.”
—The Guardian
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Ancient Light
'Sharply observed, snappily written and thoroughly researched, She Merchants provides a fabulous
panorama of a largely ignored area of social history. Katie Hickman successfully challenges the
stereotype of the snobbish, matron-like memsahib by deploying a riveting gallery of powerful and often
eccentric women ranging from stowaways and runaways through courtesans and society beauties to
Generals' feisty wives and Viceroys' waspish sisters. It is full of surprises and new material and
completely engaging from beginning to end' William Dalrymple The first British women to set foot in
India did so in the very early seventeenth century, two and a half centuries before the Raj. Women made
their way to India for exactly the same reasons men did - to carve out a better life for themselves. In the
early days, India was a place where the slates of 'blotted pedigrees' were wiped clean; bankrupts given a
chance to make good; a taste for adventure satisfied - for women. They went and worked as milliners,
bakers, dress-makers, actresses, portrait painters, maids, shop-keepers, governesses, teachers, boarding
house proprietors, midwives, nurses, missionaries, doctors, geologists, plant-collectors, writers,
travellers, and - most surprising of all - traders. As wives, courtesans and she-merchants, these tough
adventuring women were every bit as intrepid as their men, the buccaneering sea captains and traders in
whose wake they followed; their voyages to India were extraordinarily daring leaps into the unknown.
The history of the British in India has cast a long shadow over these women; Memsahibs, once a word of
respect, is now more likely to be a byword for snobbery and even racism. And it is true: prejudice of
every kind - racial, social, imperial, religious - did cloud many aspects of British involvement in India.
But was not invariably the case. In this landmark book, celebrated chronicler, Katie Hickman, uncovers
stories, until now hidden from history: here is Charlotte Barry, who in 1783 left London a high-class
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courtesan and arrived in India as Mrs William Hickey, a married 'lady'; Poll Puff who sold her apple
puffs for 'upwards of thirty years, growing grey in the service'; Mrs Hudson who in 1617 was refused as
a trader in indigo by the East Indian Company, and instead turned a fine penny in cloth; Julia Inglis, a
survivor of the siege of Lucknow; Amelia Horne, who witnessed the death of her entire family during
the Cawnpore massacres of 1857; and Flora Annie Steel, novelist and a pioneer in the struggle to bring
education to purdah women. For some it was painful exile, but for many it was exhilarating. Through
diaries, letters and memoirs (many still in manuscript form), this exciting book reveals the extraordinary
life and times of hundreds of women who made their way across the sea and changed history.

Unmasked by the Marquess
Portraits and texts recover lost queer history: the lives of people who didn't conform to gender norms,
from the fifteenth through the twentieth centuries. “A serious—and seriously successful—queer history
recovery project.” —Publishers Weekly Katherina Hetzeldorfer, tried “for a crime that didn't have a name”
(same sex sexual relations) and sentenced to death by drowning in 1477; Charles aka Mary Hamilton,
publicly whipped for impersonating a man in eighteenth-century England; Clara, aka “Big Ben,” over
whom two jealous women fought in 1926 New York: these are just three of the lives that the artist Ria
Brodell has reclaimed for queer history in Butch Heroes. Brodell offers a series of twenty-eight portraits
of forgotten but heroic figures, each accompanied by a brief biographical note. They are individuals who
were assigned female at birth but whose gender presentation was more masculine than feminine, who
did not want to enter into heterosexual marriage, and who often faced dire punishment for being
themselves. Brodell's detailed and witty paintings are modeled on Catholic holy cards, slyly subverting a
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religious template. The portraits and the texts offer intriguing hints of lost lives: cats lounge in the
background of domestic settings; one of the figures is said to have been employed variously as “a
prophet, a soldier, or a textile worker”; another casually holds a lit cigarette. Brodell did extensive
research for each portrait, piecing together a life from historical accounts, maps, journals, paintings,
drawings, and photographs, finding the heroic in the forgotten.

INFINITE STARS: DARK FRONTIERS
Pushing Ice is the brilliant tale of extraordinary aliens, glittering technologies, and sweeping space opera
from award-winning science fiction author Alastair Reynolds. 2057. Humanity has raised exploiting the
solar system to an art form. Bella Lind and the crew of her nuclear-powered ship, the Rockhopper, push
ice. They mine comets. And they're good at it. The Rockhopper is nearing the end of its current mission
cycle, and everyone is desperate for some much-needed R & R, when startling news arrives from Saturn:
Janus, one of Saturn's ice moons, has inexplicably left its natural orbit and is now heading out of the
solar system at high speed. As layers of camouflage fall away, it becomes clear that Janus was never a
moon in the first place. It's some kind of machine -- and it is now headed toward a fuzzily glimpsed
artifact 260 light-years away. The Rockhopper is the only ship anywhere near Janus, and Bella Lind is
ordered to shadow it for the few vital days before it falls forever out of reach. In accepting this mission,
she sets her ship and her crew on a collision course with destiny -- for Janus has more surprises in store,
and not all of them are welcome.
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Central Station
Martha Wells's Hugo, Nebula, Alex, and Locus Award-winning, New York Times and USA Today
bestselling series, The Murderbot Diaries, comes to a thrilling conclusion in Exit Strategy. Murderbot
wasn’t programmed to care. So, its decision to help the only human who ever showed it respect must be
a system glitch, right? Having traveled the width of the galaxy to unearth details of its own murderous
transgressions, as well as those of the GrayCris Corporation, Murderbot is heading home to help Dr.
Mensah—its former owner (protector? friend?)—submit evidence that could prevent GrayCris from
destroying more colonists in its never-ending quest for profit. But who’s going to believe a SecUnit gone
rogue? And what will become of it when it’s caught? "I love Murderbot!" —Ann Leckie The Murderbot
Diaries #1 All Systems Red #2 Artificial Condition #3 Rogue Protocol #4 Exit Strategy At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Butch Heroes
I’M LOST. I’M SCARED. AND THERE’S SOMETHING HORRIBLE IN HERE. My name is Gary
Rendell. I’m an astronaut. When they asked me as a kid what I wanted to be when I grew up, I said,
“astronaut, please!” I dreamed astronaut, I worked astronaut, I studied astronaut. I got lucky; when a
probe exploring the Oort Cloud found a strange alien rock and an international team of scientists was put
together to go and look at it, I made the draw. I got even luckier. When disaster hit and our team was
split up, scattered through the endless cold tunnels, I somehow survived. Now I’m lost, and alone, and
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scared, and there’s something horrible in here. Lucky me. Lucky, lucky, lucky. A new standalone
novella by the Arthur C Clarke Award-winning author of Children of Time.

How Rory Thorne Destroyed the Multiverse
By day, Holly Hudson’s a story editor for Wifetime Network. By night, she’s the writer for the
network’s very cheesy, very straight holiday romance series—Christmas in Evermore. Holly took the job
to accomplish exactly one thing: a gay Christmas movie. She’s been shot down before, but things start to
look up when Meredith Drake unexpectedly moves into the network’s holiday division. On the heels of a
brief (but totally hot) fling, Holly and Meredith agree to keep things professional now that they’ll be
working together. Especially since the network has a strict policy about workplace relationships. Instead,
they vow to channel their passion into a pitch for the network’s first Christmas movie to feature two
female leads. In this contemporary romance, Holly and Meredith work to make the Yuletide gayer while
discovering that happy endings aren’t only for the movies.

The Loneliest Girl in the Universe
LONGLISTED FOR THE BAILEY'S WOMEN'S PRIZE FOR FICTION 'A quietly profound, humane
tour de force' Guardian The beloved debut novel that will restore your faith in humanity
#SmallAngryPlanet When Rosemary Harper joins the crew of the Wayfarer, she isn't expecting much.
The ship, which has seen better days, offers her everything she could possibly want: a small, quiet spot
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to call home for a while, adventure in far-off corners of the galaxy, and distance from her troubled past.
But Rosemary gets more than she bargained for with the Wayfarer. The crew is a mishmash of species
and personalities, from Sissix, the friendly reptillian pilot, to Kizzy and Jenks, the constantly sparring
engineers who keep the ship running. Life on board is chaotic, but more or less peaceful - exactly what
Rosemary wants. Until the crew are offered the job of a lifetime: the chance to build a hyperspace tunnel
to a distant planet. They'll earn enough money to live comfortably for years if they survive the long trip
through war-torn interstellar space without endangering any of the fragile alliances that keep the galaxy
peaceful. But Rosemary isn't the only person on board with secrets to hide, and the crew will soon
discover that space may be vast, but spaceships are very small indeed. PRAISE FOR THE
WAYFARERS 'Never less than deeply involving' DAILY MAIL 'Explores the quieter side of sci-fi
while still wowing us with daring leaps of imagination' iBOOKS 'So much fun to read' HEAT 'Chambers
is simply an exceptional talent, quietly and beautifully redefining the space opera' TOR.COM 'The most
fun that I've had with a novel in a long, long time' iO9

The Long Way to a Small, Angry Planet
IN LIGHT OF COVID-19'S IMPACT ON THE COMIC INDUSTRY, BOOM! STUDIOS HAS
SUSPENDED ALL SINGLE ISSUE RELEASES OF COMICS BOTH DIGITALLY AND
PHYSICALLY. THIS TITLE CAN BE PREORDERED, AND ITS ON SALE DATE WILL BE
UPDATED WHEN AVAILABLE. CONTACT DIGITAL@BOOM-STUDIOS.COM WITH
QUESTIONS. BE WELL! - Your Friends at BOOM! Studios - The SECRET ORIGINS of some of the
most important Slayers in history!
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